Resolution to Make Baruch Krauss a Lifetime Member of The North American Federation of Temple Youth

WHEREAS Baruch Krauss is the principal of NFTY’s Eisendrath International Exchange, and

WHEREAS Baruch Krauss was the head of the NFTY in Europe Trip, and

WHEREAS Baruch Krauss has influenced the life of hundreds of NFTYites, and

WHEREAS Baruch Krauss has mastered the art of “choice through knowledge,” and

WHEREAS Baruch Krauss has made history come alive, and

WHEREAS Baruch Krauss has an understanding for NFTYites unlike any other, and

WHEREAS Baruch Krauss is a sage in his own right,

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED that Baruch Krauss become a Lifetime Member of the North American Federation of Temple Youth.

Respectfully Submitted,

Laura Herman NEL-President
Rachel Kaplan CAR-President
Wes Peskin PAR-President
Mira Lyon NEL-SAVP
Jody Stukas SAR-SAVP
Zach Blank NW-RCVP
Miriam Farber NAR-RCVP
Jomi Kramer NO-RCVP
Shira Zemel MAR-RCVP
David Dreyfus CAR-Treasurer
Jessica Lowenthal NE-NFTY REP